Water barrier properties in biaxially drawn poly(lactic acid) films.
Crystallization is among the easiest ways to improve polymer barrier properties because of the tortuosity increase within the material and the strong coupling between amorphous and crystalline phases. In this work, poly(lactic acid) (PLA) films have undergone α' thermal crystallization or different drawing processes. Although no effect of α' thermal crystallization on water permeability is observed, the drawing processes lead to an enhancement of the PLA barrier properties. This work clearly shows that, in the case of PLA, the crystallinity degree is not the main parameter governing the barrier properties contrary to the crystalline and amorphous phase organizations which play a key role. X-ray analyses confirm that the macromolecular chain orientation in the amorphous phase is the main cause of the improvement of the drawn PLA water barrier property. This improvement is due to the orthotropic structure formation for sufficient draw ratios, particularly when using the Simultaneous Biaxial drawing mode. Moreover, independently of the draw conditions, the drawing process tends to reduce the plasticization coefficient. Consequently, the drawn material barrier properties are not much affected by the water passage.